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LETTER FROM THE PUBLISHER  
John M. Phillips

I haven’t done a letter from the Publisher since October. Folio Weekly has spoken loudly through its content. In November “The Circus” was perhaps 
the most well received article since we re-started Folio. Susan Armstrong recapped the clown-show that is Jacksonville politics. It’s been dirty. 
It’s been corrupt. We are increasingly divisive. We don’t have recycling program, and are quite thin-skinned about football. Our Mayor has had 
interventions on Twitter use, but still picks on veterans and inserts oversized show in an undersized mouth.
 
We’ve lost leaders who strive to bring us together despite political differences. When I sat in the living room of Ron Davis and (now Congresswoman) 
Lucia McBath and tried to channel love and loss enough to find words after they lost their son Jordan Davis, politics simply were last from anyone’s 
mind. We all prayed together. When we exposed the broken Medicaid system enabled pediatric dentist Howard S. Schneider to abuse Jacksonville’s 
children for decades, everyone stepped up to help eliminate the causes. When Sheriff Williams apologized on camera during a videotaped deposition 
to a victim of police brutality, did that mean blue lives didn’t matter to him? Of course not.
 
Death and tragedy don’t care who you vote for. They don’t care what your politics are. Neither do potholes. My recycling just needs to not wind 
up in a landfill. Resource management is irrelevant to whether the person who heads the program sneaks in meetings at the local Q-Anon Club. 
But here we are choosing leaders of our City based on bravado and, frankly, lies.
 
The City Council’s At-Large Group 3 seat was left empty when City Councilman Tommy Hazouri prematurely passed away. I knew Tommy. He could 
be acutely political when necessary, but he was honest and cared for the City first and foremost. On February 22, 2022, his former seat will be 
filled. I normally stay out of endorsements and often am heard saying, “I am not Republican; I am not Democrat. I am reasonable.”
 
But I am tired to the lies. I am tired of the rhetoric. This mailer was being sent around town:

 
 

 
Indeed, we have a choice now and in the near future about what we want Jacksonville to be. Do we accept drunken mayoral tweets? Do we accept 
more immaturity from city council? Do we accept print and mailed lies? There are reasons to vote for both individuals. I respect Nick Howland’s 
service and some of his ideas, but we can no longer except liars and expect them to be truthful in office. This mailer is a lie. Every time it is addressed, 
Tracye Polson provides the truth and facts to support it, but he continues to use the buzzwords and smile his bought smile. Shame on you, your 
team, your strategist. Shame on all of you.
 
Whether you vote for Tracye Polson or vote against Nick Howland, whether you vote on other issues entirely, I ask one thing: please send a message 
that the immaturity and dishonesty has to stop. If they do it running for office, local media will have to continue to publish articles like “The Circus.” 
It’s not leadership. As my mother used to say, “a liar is a liar; that is who they are.” If you vote for liars, do not expect the corruption and lies to end.
 
You can read, “The Circus,” here:
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BRICKBATS + BOUQUETS
BOUQUET TO JASMYN

Since its founding in 1994, JASMYN has been supporting and empowering local 

LGBTQ youth by offering health services, including mental health counseling, 

housing and development opportunities. This month the organization broke ground 

on the final phase of its campus which will triple the space of its health clinic, create 

an outdoor classroom and entertainment space, as well as a meditative Zen garden, 

and provide additional office space for counselors. The construction is expected to 

take about a year.

BOUQUET TO JACKSONVILLE HISTORIC NAVAL SHIP ASSOCIATION

It’s full steam ahead for the city’s long-awaited Naval Museum with the association’s 

acquisition of the USS Orleck. The retired U.S. Navy destroyer (aka The Gray Ghost 

of the Vietnam Coast for its pivotal role during the Vietnam War) is one of the most 

decorated U.S. Navy ships since WWII. Its storied history also included assisting in 

the recovery of the Gemini IV space capsule. After undergoing repairs in Texas, the 

Orleck is expected to arrive in on Jacksonville’s Northbank in March, where it will be 

the only warship on display in the U.S. focusing on the Vietnam War.

BRICKBAT TO CITY COUNCIL

In a vote of 15 to 1, the council approved $1.2 million in taxpayer funds to remove 

the Berkman II Downtown, as its condition is considered “to be an immediate threat 

to the life, safety and welfare of property and citizens located near and around 

the structure warranting an emergency appropriation of funds,” according to the 

legislation. Not saying we disagree but what does it say about a city if garbage and 

recycling issues, especially during a pandemic, aren’t considered an emergency?

BRICKBAT TO ROOFCLAIM.COM

The roofing company filed suit against the Jaguars for breach of contract based 

on the firing of head coach Urban Meyer and concerns about their reputation as 

primary sponsor of the Jags/Indianapolis Colts game where some fans planned to 

express their frustration with owner Shad Khan by dressing like clowns. Wishing to 

avoid “the harm that any further affiliation would have on RoofClaim.com's brand,” 

the company wound up looking like clowns themselves when the story made 

national news—and the Jags trounced the Colts 26-11. Too bad the clown act wasn’t 

planned while Meyer was still around.

This past week I had the privilege to march alongside community leaders and residents in the 41st annual Dr. Martin Luther King 

Jr. Day Parade to celebrate the lifelong legacy of a civil rights icon whose vision is still being fulfilled today. It reminded me, 

once again, that here in Jacksonville, we are a melting pot of people, influences and opportunities. We are multiple communities 

working together towards a common goal of a stronger Jacksonville for all – with our best days still ahead of us.

Dr. King and his legacy should motivate us all to do better for one another. Locally, promises made are often promises broken. 

But we have an opportunity to accept and promote his powerful message of equality, equity, opportunity and service to others 

throughout our community. Whether it’s fighting for health justice through better healthcare for all, or working on making housing 

more affordable so every person can afford a roof over their heads; or addressing environmental justice through speaking out and 

tackling the heat island effect facing many in our local communities – some of whom can’t afford air conditioning – on those hot 

summer days.

These problems all have solutions and are just a few of many of the issues which are impacting Jacksonville today. But I’m 

motivated by the fact that the challenges we face as a community are not insurmountable. Solutions are attainable… they are 

possible… we just need the elected leadership here in Jacksonville to stand up for the people, placing our needs and the needs of 

our communities, first, above all else. And with the memory of so many with us today, we must all keep marching on and speaking 

out until we have a Jacksonville that embraces all of its citizens. All of us.

Joshua Hicks

Jacksonville, Florida



MARCH 5
Steve Martin and Martin Short

Times-Union Center

Two of the biggest comedians in the game (whose names would make a great 

“Before and After” puzzle on Wheel of Fortune, by the way) join forces for an 

evening of stories, songs and friendly roasting sure to entertain fans of all 

ages. “You Won’t Believe What They Look Like Today!” reunites the long-time 

friends, who have been touring together since 2015 and first co-starred in 1986 

in Three Amigos. 

fscjartistseries.org

EVENTS

MARCH 11-12
JJ Grey's Blackwater SOL Revue

St. Augustine Amphitheatre and Anastasia State Park

Two days. Two venues. Eight acts. Countless memories. (Also, zero available 

camping sites.) Jacksonville’s own JJ Grey and Mofro headline both nights with 

Grammy winner Ben Harper and Dumpstaphunk performing Friday and Larkin 

Poe, Neal Francis, Steel Pulse, Eugene Snowden and The Greyboy Allstars 

taking the stage Saturday.

theamp.com

Downtown Jacksonville
CowfordChophouse.com



BLACK HISTORY MONTH EVENTS

SCAN THE QR CODE FOR EVEN MORE EVENTS.

FEB. 15–APRIL 22
Photographer Lenny Foster: “Where We 
Stand”
Rotunda Gallery at the St. Johns County 
Administration Building, St. Augustine
stjohnsculture.com

FEB. 17–19
“I Lived Here, As Well—A Woman’s Story”
Ximenez Fatio House, St. Augustine
ximenezfatiohouse.org

FEB. 18 
Fort Mose Jazz and Blues Series: Count 
Basie Orchestra 
Fort Mose Historic State Park, St. Augustine
discoverfortmose.com

FEB. 19
Sixth Annual Black History Parade & 
Melanin Market
822 A. Philip Randolph Blvd.
jaxmelaninmarket.com

JWJ’s Hip Hop Festival: “Lifting Duval’s 
Legendary Voices”
James Weldon Johnson Park
jamesweldonjohnsonpark.org

Fort Mose Jazz and Blues Series: Amythyst 
Kiah
Fort Mose Historic State Park, St. Augustine
discoverfortmose.com

Resilience Family Fest
Solomon Calhoun Community Center, St. 
Augustine
resilienceblackheritageinstaugustine.
wordpress.com

Black History Month Museum Tour
ACCORD Civil Rights Museum, St. Augustine
accordfreedomtrail.org

Yohannas Performing Arts Company: “The 
Journey Finale”
Ritz Theatre and Museum
ritzjacksonville.com

FEB. 19
“Soul of the Long Gray Line: The Black 
Cadets of West Point”
Macedonia African Methodist Episcopal 
Church
bit.ly/soulofthelonggrayline

FEB. 20
“The Great Migration: The Power of a Single 
Decision”
Pablo Creek Regional Library
jaxpubliclibrary.org

FEB. 23
“Look at That!” Virtual Tour
Cummer Museum of Art & Gardens
cummermuseum.org

Virtual Artists Panel 
Cummer Museum of Art & Gardens
cummermuseum.org

FEB. 24
Fort Mose Jazz and Blues Series: Gregory 
Porter
Fort Mose Historic State Park, St. Augustine
discoverfortmose.com

FEB. 24–26
“I Lived Here, As Well—A Woman’s Story”
Ximenez Fatio House, St. Augustine
ximenezfatiohouse.org

FEB. 25
Black History Month Tour
Cummer Museum of Art & Gardens
cummermuseum.org

Fort Mose Jazz and 
Blues Series: Tank and 
the Bangas
Fort Mose Historic 
State Park, St. 
Augustine
discoverfortmose.com

FEB. 26
Black History and the 
Roots of Southern 
Cuisine
White Harvest Farms 
bit.ly/
RootsofSouthernCuisine

Fort Mose Jazz and 
Blues Series: Trombone 
Shorty & Orleans 
Avenue 
Fort Mose Historic 
State Park, St. 
Augustine
discoverfortmose.com

Black History Month Museum Tour
ACCORD Civil Rights Museum, St. Augustine
visitstaugustine.com

Jazz at the Excelsior Series: Longineu 
Parsons
Lincolnville Museum and Cultural Center, St. 
Augustine
lincolnvillemuseum.org

FEB. 26–27
Folk Art Workshop with ceramicist Glendia 
Cooper
Cummer Museum of Art & Gardens
cummermuseum.org

Throughout February
Black History Month Scavenger Hunt
Cummer Museum of Art & Gardens
cummermuseum.org

ONGOING
“Honoring the Legacy: A Tribute to African-
Americans in Golf” 
World Golf Hall of Fame
worldgolfhalloffame.org

Some events require tickets. Others are free 
but may require pre-registration.
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WORDS BY KALE BOUCHER & ILLUSTRATIONS BY EM SPITLER

AQUARIUS
You’ve felt a bit all over the place; this will shift 
when Mercury enters Aquarius on February 14. Your 
dreams will start to feel more tangible and plans 
will take shape. It’s a good time to make moves 
in your career and initiate big projects. Don’t get 
caught up in the smaller details as you’re prone to.
 

PISCES
You prioritize your social life. Be careful not to wear 
yourself thin. It’s time to slow it down and spend 
some time alone. Take yourself on a date; you’ll 
come back renewed.
 

ARIES
Ambition may get you into trouble this month, 
especially in close relationships. Continue full 
speed ahead despite recent setbacks. Though, 
make sure not to hurt loved ones in the process. 
Provide them with much needed positivity.

 
TAURUS
You’re ruminating on criticisms you’ve received 
recently. While you need to make adjustments, 
don’t get thrown off by others’ perceptions. Your 
life is balanced right now as is. You can’t change 
the essence of who you are. Be patient, people 
who fully understand you are on their way.
 

GEMINI
Don’t be afraid to lose touch with reality. In 
complete analysis mode, you have a lot to mentally 
work through right now. Try to channel some 
creativity. Now’s a good time to improve upon 
your culinary skills; do some experimenting in the 
kitchen.
 

CANCER
Consider which relationships are coming to a 
natural close and which are budding. You feel 
restless. Take a class, ask for a raise—this is the 
time to push forward.
 

LEO
Self-inflicted pressure to fit a certain narrative 
is limiting your relationships to the superficial. 
Remember relationships aren’t a written play for 
you to act out. Step into the spotlight but with the 
fluidity and openness to take things as they are.
 

VIRGO
You’ve stepped away from stress and embraced 
a bit of childlike wonder recently. Continue that 
attitude and invest time only into areas you are 
passionate about. This heightened passion will 
bring about a new romantic connection.
 

LIBRA
Be careful not to remember past events through 
today’s lens. You’re distorting the truth of your 
history. Pursue harmony. Redecorate a space.
 

SCORPIO
Recent changes will leave you feeling constrained. 
Employ some optimism and creativity to continue 
a sense of freedom. Don’t get caught up in your 
head; be more outwardly affectionate this month.

SAGITTARIUS
Confidence and communication are key this month. 
You’re aiming toward who you want to be and now 
have the means to get there. Many new beginnings 
coming your way.
 

CAPRICORN
Continue to be a busy body. Emphasize 
communication to see your projects through. Be 
succinct; let go of the things you don’t need on 
your plate during this hectic time.
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There is no doubt that Jacksonville has a large local music scene. 
However, most of these bands have found it impossible to find their 
“big break” or even a stage to play on that isn’t in the living room of a 
house show. Challenges related to the pandemic and the high cost of 
equipment have discouraged many bands from performing recently, as 
well. Fortunately, two Jacksonville-based promoters, who also happen 
to be twins, are working to help local musicians and artists get the 
exposure they desperately need.
 
Originally from New Smyrna Beach, a town with an almost non-existent 
network of musicians, Trevor and Travis moved to Jacksonville in 2018 
with one idea in mind: create a platform for local artists to grow and 
showcase their talents. The idea of creating a music event focusing on 
homegrown acts was born in 2017, but after arriving in Jacksonville, 
they hit a roadblock.

“We had the idea we wanted to do some sort of local, backyard-ish 
show, but the question we kept coming back to was: ‘Where are we 
going to do this?’ We lived in an apartment at the time, and obviously 
we couldn’t do it there,” Trevor recalled. “Luckily, we started telling one 
of our friends Nick Eastman about the idea, and he was like, ‘Dude, let’s 
just do it in my backyard!’”

On Oct. 3, 2020, Neighborhood Jams was born.

The show consisted of four bands, and the setlist was scribbled on a 
piece of paper just hours before it started. Around 100 people showed 
up to the backyard jam that also included a water slide. The brothers 
were happily surprised with the turnout but still felt as though they had 
not accomplished what they had set out to achieve. They were looking 
to create a space for local talent to shine, not throw a typical Jax Beach 
frat party.

The next show was a different story. By this time, the Hall brothers had 
moved into a house in Jacksonville Beach with a large backyard that 
was also the perfect place to host a show. Even more people showed 
up this time, and each show after that had a higher turnout than the 
last. The backyard shows continued until neighbors started calling the 
police and tried to have them shut down every time. Trevor and Travis 
were frustrated but knew they wanted to keep pursuing their mission. 
Then came Kona.

Having spent years skating at Stone Edge in South Daytona, the brothers 
were already familiar with Jacksonville’s famed skatepark. After moving 
to town, they became heavily involved at Kona Skatepark and realized 
live music and skateboarding were a natural fit. In 2021, Trevor and 
Travis were offered a three-show agreement.

As with the backyard shows, attendance at Kona events grew as word 
spread about the event, which also included arts vendors and food 

trucks and even more bands. It was exactly what the brothers were 
trying to achieve. People of all ages and lifestyles were attending the 
event. Local artists were given a place to showcase their talents. On 
July 2, 2021, Neighborhood Jams held its largest show ever with just 
over 400 attendees.
           
Although Neighborhood Jams has gained a loyal following, Trevor and 
Travis are still focused on staying true to their original goal: creating an 
event series focused around empowering local artists.
 
“We may extend to areas besides Jacksonville, but our goal is and 
always will be to provide a platform for these local starving artists,” 
the twins agreed. “We never want to feel like we’re selling out or make 
people feel like we’re trying to make money. We never even wanted 
to make money! We’re trying to create an experience for people. Not 
create profit.”
 
The next Neighborhood Jams show has yet to be announced but is 
expected to happen before summer. Find more about their mission and 
check out photos of their events on Instagram at @Neighborhoodjams 
and @Bunchacoolpeople. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
.
 

 
 
.
 

IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD
Jax transplants take a grassroots approach to promoting local artists with Neighborhood Jams

INTERN: LILY SNOWDEN 
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Agriculture Secretary Nikki Fried has emerged 
as the leading contender to unseat Ron 
DeSantis in the governor’s race this year, which 
is kinda like being the No. 1 contender against 
Mike Tyson in 1989: Odds of winning are slim, 
but if she’s patient, he might eventually beat 
himself. Clearly, he is not the same person he 
was four years ago, but none of usares.
 
To defeat DeSantis, a challenger must first 
dispatch former governor Charlie Crist and four 
other random people in the Aug. 23 primary. 
Given the internecine tendencies of Florida 
Democrats, the nominee will be limping to a 
general election against an incumbent who 
boasts superior fundraising and a permanent 
bunker mentality, which serves him well in 
an election year but terribly the other 75% of 
the time. The opposition research will fixate 
heavily on Fried’s connections to the cannabis 
industry, both personal and professional. No 
need to get into those details until someone 
else does it first, but it now makes perfect 
sense why DeSantis basically let Fried handle 
the execution of medical marijuana protocols 
with little or no interference. He correctly 
recognized that, when left to her own devices 
(so to speak), Fried would end up giving him 
all the material he needed.

DeSantis has openly inveighed against the 
concept of vertical integration, which has 
effectively kept the state’s cannabis market 
restricted to large corporations that are almost 
entirely white.  According to the Tampa Bay 
Times, 22 marijuana licenses have been 
issued in Florida, so far, and not a single one 
has been issued to a Black farmer. That’s not 
for lack of trying, but the fact is that minorities 
wishing to do business around here are best-
advised to find some good-looking white 
people to front for them. “Representation” is 
largely performative among progressives, and 
largely repellent to conservatives, so Blacks 
looking to profit from the industry will remain 
segregated to the Black market.

All this could change dramatically if 
recreational marijuana were ever legalized in 
Florida. It would immediately foment a flood of 
minority investment in the industry. But that’s 
the rub: It won’t be fully legalized. Not now, and 
probably never. Despite Democrats’ lascivious 
lip-service to public sentiment, which currently 
leans heavily toward legalization, it now seems 
clear that  D.C. Dems are weaker than strip 
club cocktails on this subject, as well as 
most others. They’ve expressed support for 
legalization since at least 2008, but it was 
always a lie. 

Despite Democrats holding the majority in 
both houses of Congress for over a year, Biden 
has made no effort to push the legislation 
that already exists, and the subject is rarely 
raised in public lately, mostly because they’re 
too busy writing Taylor Swift-style songs 
about the folks who tried to kill them last 
year. Meanwhile, advocates for legalization 
in Florida have failed spectacularly to get the 
issue on the ballot, in two straight electoral 
cycles, despite knowing that all polls fall 
strongly in their favor. Why, you ask? Money—
it’s always about the money.

At first, it seemed medical marijuana was 
intended as a temporary stop-gap between 
the drug war and drug peace, but that was 
before everyone saw the money to be made 
from having a closed shop. According to the 
Office of Medical Marijuana Use (OMMU), as 
of Feb. 4, there were 675,957 people holding 

medical cards in Florida, at a cost of $75 each. 
That’s about $51 million a year coming into 
state coffers, just for the application fee. 

Now, consider that each of those patients also 
has to pay a doctor to verify the conditions 
they’re claiming on the application. That can 
cost them between $100 and $400 each year, 
with the average cost falling somewhere in the 
middle. Taking the low end as gospel, that’s 
another $68 million in basically free money 
for the state. This is probably much less than 
whatever tax revenue would be generated in 
a fully legalized market, but this system allows 
certain people to keep the money circulating 
among a very specific cadre of people. And at 
least some of them are friends of Fried, and 
there’s nothing wrong with that. Laws and 
sausages, etc.

There are currently 2,825 qualified medical 
marijuana physicians, more than a hundred of 
whom are based in Folio’s distribution area. 
Each of them has to be certified by the state, at 
a cost of roughly $250 each. That’s a little over 
$700,000. Note that I’ve written this entire 
column while sitting on hold with OMMU, 26 
minutes, simply to verify that one specific 
detail, which only took 30 seconds to answer. 
So, I don’t know what they’re doing with their 
$5.5 million budget, but I guess they’re not 
spending it on phones. The current cannabis 
system in Florida grosses over a billion dollars 
annually, and there is really no reason to 
change anything.

I would love to offer some comments directly 
from Fried herself, but that’s not gonna 
happen. This paper’s requests for an interview 
have been ignored, consistently, for almost 
four straight years, and now that she needs 
us more than we need her, there will be no 
more requests. But she is always welcome 
to call me; she can get my number from Mrs. 
DeSantis. 

FOLIO WEED
CONTRIBUTOR: SHELTON HULL
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Photo by Vincent Dalessio

HAVIC  
STUDIOS
ARTISTS AND EDUCATORS LANCE VICKERY AND JENNY 
HAGER INSPIRE ASPIRING ARTISTS AND THE COMMUNITY 
WITH THEIR PROLIFIC PUBLIC ART
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Part of what makes Jacksonville so great is all the kinds of art one can 
find just by walking around. Some of the most memorable examples are 
giant sculptures by Lance Vickery and Jenny Hager. They have over 80 
pieces of art in places from the Cummer Museum to the Jacksonville 
Zoo to Downtown.

The two work as art professors at the University of North Florida. Hager 
is a professor of sculpture, while Vickery is an assistant professor in the 
same program. In addition to art courses, Hager teaches a business in 
art class where young artists learn about insurance, finance and how to 
legally protect themselves and their work.

“I mean, no one taught me any of those things like in a class or anything, 
so I thought ‘I've learned a lot along the way I'm gonna package it all 
and try to give it to students so that they can have these skills when they 
leave and try to make money as artists,” said Hager.

Both Vickery and Hager started out painting, not sculpting. Vickery 
attended Florida State University where he met a professor who 
encouraged him to try sculpting. After graduating with a bachelor of 
fine arts, specializing in sculpture and figure drawing, he continued his 
studies at the University of Kentucky where he earned his master of fine 
arts degree. Hager attended UK as undergraduate, originally majoring in 
painting but later trading in her paintbrush for metalwork after seeing how 
open-ended sculpture was as a medium. She later earned her master of 
fine arts degree in art studio (sculpture and digital media) from San Jose 
State University in California.

“I liked that [sculpture] was very community-oriented,” said Hager. “I like 
that it took a whole team of people to pour iron and, like, I love that 
stuff… I guess I didn't know that it existed until I took [a class] and then 
I got sucked in.”

Their big move to the public art scene began in 2006, as they looked 
around Jacksonville and were shocked to find public art was almost non-
existent. To that end, they founded Havic Studios.

Their first public art project in Jacksonville was as a 20-foot-tall steel 
statue of a giraffe for the Jacksonville Zoo. Since then, they have created 
a wide variety of pieces including “Flow,” a water molecule-themed piece 
for Advanced Environmental Laboratories; “Progression,” located at the 
Jessie Ball duPont Center; and various themed bike racks and benches 
in the downtown area.

“Traditionally, you could spend like a couple hundred dollars to have 
something like a very large sculpture,” said Vickery. “... trying to do that in 
[other media] is kind of expensive. Even stretching a canvas and trying to 
paint; that is difficult. So the ability to manipulate entire spaces with steel 
and forms and things like that really struck a chord with me.”

One of Hager and Vickery’s biggest goals is to help students and 
other artists get their work noticed and add to the city landscape. As a 
result, they helped create UNF’s Seaside Sculpture Park, an outdoor art 
exhibit in Jacksonville Beach. Hager and her students contributed 30 
pieces of work to it, including Olivia Warro’s “Jumbo Shrimp,” honoring 
Jacksonville’s minor league baseball team and the annual Isle of Eight 
Flags Shrimp Festival in Fernandina Beach.

In 2015, they founded Sculpture Walk, a series of outdoor art pieces 
located throughout the Urban Core with installations in Downtown, 
including the Jax Chamber, and Springfield.

Havic Studios does not limit itself to Jacksonville, however. The duo has 
worked on sculptures in Alabama, Texas and California, to name a few. 
The city of Shelbyville, Kentucky, for example, has several of their pieces 
such as the “Little Gymnast” and “American Saddlebred.” Their art even 
reaches across international borders with pieces in a number European 
countries such as Italy and Wales. 

Currently, they have big projects planned for a German potato festival, 
where they will submit an absurdist-style potato sculpture along with 
other pieces submitted by students and colleagues. Hager even painted 
a space potato, honoring how the spud was the first vegetable to reach 
the cosmos.

INTERN: JAY MAFELA
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My favorite thing about the size of Jacksonville is the diversity that comes 
with it. Aside from the racial diversity, nearly every single subculture 
has representation. Our music community has the full range of country 
to drill rap, art from industrial size public art installations to miniature 
model specialists and a culinary culture boasting 5-star restaurants and 
hole-in-the-wall hot spots. We get to choose where on the spectrum we 
want to fill and support; the niches are simultaneously plentiful and filled. 
 
To no surprise, the entire spectrum of musicians showed out for Folio’s 
Second Annual Battle of the Bands. Unlike similar competitions where 
musicians perform in front of a live audience with judges deciding the 
winner, Folio’s BotB has artists submit their best performance on video 
for an open voting format where readers get to choose their favorite via 
online voting.

This year we had entries representing a wide range of genres including 
Annie Dukes, a female-fronted twang band, and Gravity, a rock and roll 
band sporting heavy bass riffs and fast guitar, but it was Monique Denise 
and her smooth R&B/gospel inspired vocals who came out on top.
 
I had the opportunity to hang out with Monique and her band recently, 
running around Downtown shooting photos, snagging drinks at Volstead 
and having an all-around great time. After the evening was over, I had no 

question why she won; her energy is infectious and easily felt through 
her music.
 
Monique is a lifelong singer, learning to sing alongside her peers in 
church as a little girl. She’s since made the transition into secular music 
and began making an impact in the local scene in 2016 performing solo at 
local restaurants. She eventually formed a band, which still stands by her 
side to this day. Monique holds down the vocals, while Rashard Lavender 
plays the keys and key bass and mixes audio. Deshon Hunter is the lead 
guitarist, and Mike Walker keeps the tempo on drums.
 
“Growing up in church, when people sing, you can feel what they sing. 
You can feel they mean what they're singing. They're singing from a deep 
place … When you come over to the secular realm, I've always kind of felt 
like maybe people write songs, and they sing them, but you don't always 
get the true feeling unless you're actually going through it. And so one of 
the things that I always said I wanted to try to do is when I sing that song, 
I want people to be able to connect with me and the song. So I want to 
be connected to people, you know, with people the same way you do in 
the church. I want to show the same emotion,” she said.
 
Unfortunately, a year after Monique started making a name for herself in 
music, she was diagnosed with stage three breast cancer.

NOW OR NEVER Folio’s Battle of the Bands winner is more inspired than ever

STAFF WRITER: VINCENT DALESSIO 
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 “After I went through treatment, in 2018, I went into remission. And 
then my whole mindset just kind of changed, as far as, you know, life's 
too short. So that's when I really started pursuing [music] more as a 
profession. And really investing in myself and knocking on doors and 
trying to make some moves to do what I enjoy doing and do what makes 
me happy,” explained Monique.
 
It wasn’t until the day after we hung out I learned Monique was still 
undergoing chemotherapy. After a few years of performing music, she 
began to develop serious pain in her lower back, and due to COVID-19, 
her cancer check appointments became more sporadic, which ultimately 
led to the disease’s return, as stage four cancer in her spine.
 
“One morning, we went to do the video shoot, and I'm in excruciating 
pain, like, I can barely stand up. But I'm like, ‘We're gonna get this video 
done. I'm so excited. We're gonna do it.’ And so we finished the video, we 
did everything. And then after the video, [the pain] was just so bad I drove 
myself, I didn't tell anybody, to the emergency room, and they did some 
scans, CT, ultrasound, and they basically told me that the cancer had 
come back. Three parts of my vertebrae were crushed, and I had some 
fractured ribs,” she explained. “The key is that cancer now is stable. I still 
experience the pain, and I'm in pain more times than not when people 
see me, but I just keep it moving. I go get injections once a month, and 
I take a chemo pill daily.”
 
She doesn’t let her condition slow her down or prevent her from doing 
the things she wants. If anything, it’s inspired her to push even harder and 
take bigger risks. “How can I tell my kids to chase after their dreams, if I'm 
not doing it,” she said. Monique found that music has been an incredible 
outlet for emotion and has ultimately taught her what's most important 
in her life. As a single mother, she knows her two children have been a 
vital aspect of her positive attitude and encourage her to keep following 
her dreams.
 
Since the formation of the band, they’ve had multiple performances at the 
Apollo Theater in New York City, an iconic non-profit catalyst for up-and-
coming talents who “partner in the projection of the African-American 
narrative and its role in the development of American and global culture.” 
They’ve also performed at local festivals like the LOL Jax Film Festival 
and have recorded music with PRI Productions.
 
The band’s sound has matured with time. They’ve spun their collective 
background in gospel-worship music into an original mix of blues, jazz, 
R&B and country. They have found love from crowds of all backgrounds 
and will continue to do so in the upcoming year. They're currently 
prepping for a major showdown in Orlando. Monique hopes to continue 
traveling with her music, perform at a few festivals and get back on the 
Apollo stage in New York.
 
“I always look for how I can take something and use it to encourage 
others. It's one of those things that when you feel like maybe I should 
stop, maybe I should give up, especially with my health and everything 
I got going on. And then I won Battle of the Bands, and it's like, I don't 
mean to get too spiritual, but it's like, ‘OK, God. Maybe you're telling me 
I need to just stay,’” she explained. “It’s now or never.”
 
Check out Monique’s Instagram at @moniquedenisesongstress for 
updates on upcoming shows. And stay tuned in with Folio for your 
chance to see her perform at Folio Headquarters.

“Growing up in 
church, when people 

sing, you can feel 
what they sing. You 
can feel they mean 

what they're singing, 
they're singing from a 

deep place."
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It is a rare thing when the opportunity for environmental conservation, 
cultural protection, and historical preservation meet in one place. On the 
uniquely untouched southern end of Amelia Island there exists just such 
a spot. Among the wind whipped sand and in the embrace of the dense 
trees of a maritime hammock, lies the crossroads of some of the most 
prominent names in American and Floridian history; American Beach.

The center of American Beach is towered over by Big NaNa dune and 
Little NaNa dune; a system of sand and plants that together make up the 
tallest sand dune in all of Florida. Sand dunes play an important and often 
overlooked role in our ecosystem; they protect the land behind them from 
being washed away in storms, they allow for the depositing of 
sand that re-nourishes the beach, and host countless 
plant and animal species. As strong and mighty 
as dunes may seem, they are actually 
fragile, the constant movement of the 
sand makes the creation of a dune 
system a long and slow process. Any 
disturbance of sand big or small 
can have a major impact, like by a 
bulldozer or barefoot. The dunes 
are home to species like the 
Gopher Tortoise, a Federally 
protected animal and the State 
Tortoise of Florida (I didn’t know 
that was a thing either). The 
burrows that our slow, shelled 
friends dig can provide shelter 
for hundreds of other critters 
meaning the tortoises are integral 
to the survival of whole ecosystems. 

Dune systems like Big NaNa and Little NaNa 
are increasingly under threat of disappearing 
altogether. Rising sea levels and more powerful 
storms are reshaping coastlines all over Florida. An increase 
in real estate demand is turning dunes into condos at the hands of 
developers more frequently. The swarms of tourists and newcomers to 
our state means more people who are unaware of the fragility of dunes 
and are climbing them or trampling them underfoot. The protection of 
these places that serve as barriers for our homes and aesthetic symbols 
of our beaches is becoming crucial. Bringing awareness to the public by 
nonprofit organizations is vital.

The local nonprofit charged with this mission, the North Florida Land Trust 
(NFLT), has made waves by bringing the little sister of Big NaNa under 
its protection. The NFLT announced in the Fall that it had paid back the 
1.3 million dollar loan taken out to purchase Little NaNa Dune, with the 

help of a large anonymous donation and the Delores Barr Weaver Fund. 
The Big NaNa Dune was set aside for conservation by the National park 
Service almost 20 years ago. When it became clear that the owners of the 
land Little NaNa Dune sits on wanted to destroy the dune for a building, 
the NFLT rushed to action. Their work has ensured that Big NaNa Dune 
and Little NaNa Dune will live happily together, safe from developers.

Saving the dunes does so much more than protecting the natural 
landscape, it saves over 100 years of incredible history. The story of 
American Beach is nothing short of spectacular and deserves a lot 
of overdue attention. American Beach was established in the early 

20th century by Abraham Lincoln Lewis, Florida’s first Black 
millionaire, as a refuge for Black Floridians during the 

Jim Crow Era. After the destruction of the first 
“Black beach” in the area, Lewis bought land 

just to the north and made a new resort 
town for people to enjoy the beach 

and dunes in peace. The years that 
followed were filled with famous 

names visiting American Beach, 
the author Zora Neale Hurston, 
musician Ray Charles, and 
athlete Hank Aaron were among 
the beachgoers. The town is 
also important to members of 
the Gullah-Geechee Nation, 
representing people from all 

over the southeastern coast, it is 
where they held their first Worship 

by the Sea ceremony in Florida in 
2020. 

The preservation of Big NaNa Dune and 
Little NaNa Dune is a dream come true for 

environmental advocates, cultural descendants, 
and history fans alike. It is also the realization of a life-long 

mission of American Beach’s most famed resident; MaVynee Betsch, 
better known as the Beach Lady. The great-granddaughter of Abraham 
Lincoln Lewis, Betsch devoted her life to rescuing the sands of American 
Beach from being lost to time. Notoriously giving away a fortune from her 
inheritance to environmental causes, Betsch didn’t just talk the talk, she 
ended up living on the very beach she loved as guardian and educator. 
Betsch was known to say that when people were looking for her that she 
was busy flying around the beach in the form of a butterfly. 

Next time you visit American Beach to see the newly protected dunes 
and admire the sea oats holding them in place, look for a butterfly floating 
above the sands and whisper a thank you.

DEVELOPING DUNES? NA. ERASING HISTORY? NA.

CONTRIBUTOR: JOSEPH GUIFFRE 
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It’s February, the month of romance. When chocolate hearts 
and teddy bears take over as the representation of love. 
Flowers are bought, and dinner plans are reserved. But for 
some, it’s the time to take that next step in the relationship. To 
ask that question for forever.

But what comes after the “Yes!”? The planning. This includes 
the dress, venue, color scheme, everything that creates 
someone’s dream wedding. But how long does a couple have?

For some, a wedding can be created in a month, that’s if you 
want a casual wedding or an elopement. But for those that 
have a specific vision for their wedding, these things take 
time. Yes, wedding dresses and bridesmaid’s dresses come 
in many colors, but ordering them takes months. Hence why 
some weddings can take a year to create.

As a former bridal stylist, I have engaged with over a thousand 
brides excited for their big day. All never the same, but many 
unknowing of how much time is needed for ordering a dress 
and reap the consequences.

However, some brides can’t help it. Life is unexpected. Plans 
can fall through. And it’s more common than many think. There 
can be unexpected pregnancies or health issues in the family. 
There are things that become more important than the initial 
wedding date.

Whatever the reason, if time is cut short and the bride cannot 
order the dress, there are other options. And, for peace of 
mind, just know that your stylist has experienced this situation 
more than they can count and they will try to find a way to help 
you feeling relieved.

Sometimes, creating a wedding isn’t easy, hence why there 
are bridal stylist and wedding planners. While a couple can 
create their wedding without help, knowing some of this given 
information might save time and tears. And while I could give 
hundreds more of tips, here are few that can go a long way ~ 

So, for those in love and are taking big steps in their relationships, I hope I helped your dress hunt just a bit because every bride deserves to walk in a store with 

confidence, knowing that no matter what dress they love, they will have the time to ship it and still have the time for alterations.

    Sizing in the bridal world is completely different – size does not matter.
  

If the dress is tight already, a brand-new dress will be tighter since no 
one has worn it before. Go up a size and alter to your figure.

If you cannot order, but the dress fits and you’re feeling beautiful, that 
might mean the dress is truly for you. There’s your chance, take the dress 
off the rack!

 If you want that black wedding dress look, you can! Just know that 
takes over six to eight months to ship.

When buying a dress, remember alterations are separate.

Make an appointment for anything you are doing bridal; you deserve 
the help.

Weekends at bridal stores are very busy. For more intimate appointments, 
I recommend weekdays.

Not saying your budget can’t get you something lovely, but if you 
want a lot of detail in your wedding dress, the cost will be higher.

Ordering your bridal party dresses takes just as long, if not longer, due to 
the color the bride wants. The more unique, the more time to dye and ship. 
Three months is not early. At least six months, preferably eight.

The more opinions the harder it is to decide. This is your wedding, not 
your family’s or your friends, yours. My advice, the smaller the group, 
the easier it is for you to find your dress.

Not everyone cries when they find the one, it’s how you feel. Your 
confidence is what is important, not your tears.

CONTRIBUTOR: CASEY ALIXANDRA
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I was recently introduced to the Japanese ritual of Misogi, a Shinto 
ceremony where people take pilgrimage as a purification ritual, to 
natural, sacred locales like the waterfalls of Mount Ontake and oceans. 
This is believed to cleanse impurities and to re-establish harmonious 
relationships with both themselves and the natural world around them, 
ultimately balancing one's life internally and externally.
 
Learning about this religious ceremony made me realize the idea of 
pilgrimage-for-purification is quite prevalent in western culture, for 
example, through-hikers on the Appalachian Trail, but how rare it is for 
people to personalize their “pilgrimage” to one’s own need and desire 
for growth and balance.
 
Funny enough, I was introduced to the concept as I prepared to join my 
all time best friend, Justin Bright, on his long distance pilgrimage from 
the Alabama border to the Southernmost Point in the Continental United 
States located in Key West.
 
Rather than walking to his cleanse in the Atlantic Ocean, Justin’s pushing 
a skateboard.
 
This feat is closely entwined to both his business and personal life, as he 
has been skating since the pubescent days, even landing sponsorships 
with major longboarding companies like Original Skateboards and Blood 
Orange/Caliber wheels and trucks. Justin’s also part of a team running 
an up and coming skate company, Sapient skateboards, based out of 
Chicago.

Partnering with Conservation Florida, he’s skating the 2 month long, 
1,100 mile journey to help raise money (already at $2,500 and counting) 
to preserve the unique ecosystems he’ll be experiencing first hand. 
Conservation Florida is working to create the Florida Wildlife Corridor, a 
continuous stretch of land allowing wildlife to move freely through the 
state, rather than crossing over major roadways fragmenting the natural 
areas of our state.
 
Although Florida has a populous distance skating community, and many 
people hike the Florida trail, which links a similar route, Justin may be 
the first to complete the Alabama to Key West trek on skateboard. Justin 
will be completing this trek mostly in solo fashion, but some fellow tree 
trunk legged individuals will be joining him along the way.
 
The distance skating community, although quite [1] niche, is filled with, 
for lack of better terms, absolute badasses. The current world record for 
longest distance continuously skated is over 7,500 miles. Community 
legends tell stories of people skating across countries and continents 
and[2]  I've even heard of one man who skated 14,000 miles in 2.5 years 
covering 33 countries and 4 continents. [3] 
 
I initially wanted to try to do the entire distance with him, but with a new 
job and other responsibilities, it was impossible. Thankfully, I had the 
opportunity to join him, alongside another childhood best friend Quinn 
Dudley, through one of my favorite stretches of Florida, a 50 mile section 
winding through the Ocala National Forest linking forest roads, springs 
and longleaf pine forests. Rather than pushing a skate, I opted for my 
trusty steel single speed bike, as I probably wouldn't have been able 

1,100 MILES 
THE HARD WAY

STAFF WRITER: VINCENT DALESSIO 

Photos by Vincent Dalessio
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to keep up with him.  I pulled up on Justin and Quinn in the middle of 
the night, cowboy camping in a tall grassed scrub lined with 100 foot 
tall pines inhabited by endangered red-cockaded woodpeckers. After 
a long night around the fire, we were greeted by a misty morning and 
immediately started our journey.
 
So there I was pedaling a bike loaded down with forty pounds of camera 
gear, camping equipment and multiple bags of wine through untouched 
wilderness, two of my closest friends a few yards behind me as we made 
our way up what seemed to be the 100th hill climb of the day (yes Florida 
has hills, they just don't feel like much when you’re going 60 mph in a 
car) and I was grinning ear to ear.
 
Loaded down with an ultralight kit, Justin’s pack's base weight (total 
weight of gear not including food or water) is only 12 pounds. He’s 
pushing custom setups by local longboard maker UNDERGROUND 
LONGBOARDS fine tuned to resist the elements. Modifications such as 
thru holes in the deck to prevent water pooling when skating in rain and 
“dropped” truck setups, lowering the board to the ground reducing joint 
impact while pushing. These changes to the traditional longboard will 
allow Justin to push through Florida's inclement weather.
 
It may sound like a pleasant push through winding forests and scrubs, but 
a majority of the ride is incredibly dangerous. Traffic is the most prevalent 
danger on Justin’s route, looming over his shoulder at all times. The 
occasional coveted bike path and forest road, like the 100 mile bike path 
linking through Orlando or our 50 mile section of forest roads through 
Ocala National Forest, graces his legs, but most of the time he’ll be 

swerving road kill on the side of busy roads hoping his journey ends in 
a different fashion. Although the premise of this trip is to skate the whole 
thing, due to unforeseen circumstances like lack of highway shoulder, 
Justin’s had to hike and hitchhike through unskateable terrain.
 
Justin has talked about pushing his skateboard through the entirety 
of Florida for years, and has  been prepping as long. Alongside many 
of his personal long distance skate endeavors, like the scouting trips 
he did prior to hitting the long road, he’s skated in a few Ultraskate 
events, a distance skating event in Miami where skaters race on the 
Homestead Speedway to see how far they can skate in 24 hours (the 
world record is 313.8 miles set by Joe Mazzone),  and completed a 107 
mile self-supported race across the panhandle of Idaho. He’s planning 
on competing in Ultraskate again this year, which kicks off less than a 
week after he reaches Key West. Last year he skated around 129 miles 
in the 24 hour period, but after this trip, I think he'll shatter his personal 
record; his legs have never been more prepared.
 
By the time you have read this, he will have completed his journey, but 
his fundraiser for Conservation Florida will still be running. Follow his 
instagram @justindoeslife for recaps of his trips, updates on Conservation 
Florida’s Wildlife Corridor, or to see photos of me acting a fool over the 
years.
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What is so wrong about wanting straightforward conversations regarding 
the housing, health care, and education of not only Jacksonville residents, 
but for all of Florida? That is the question Ben Frazier asks of the city and 
state’s government, and he believes it’s time for answers.

Community activist, veteran journalist, news anchor, host, producer, and 
narrator Ben Frazier is a man not afraid to confront for the rights of the 
people. As founder of the Northside Coalition of Jacksonville, Frazier has 
been fighting for a voice for those who are repeatedly ignored ever since 
he was a boy marching with his mother in civil rights demonstrations. 
With over 200 awards for journalistic excellence, he knows how to make 
his voice heard. 

That is exactly what he did recently at Governor Ron DeSantis’ press 
conference held at the Duval County Health Department. He attended 
the press conference with the intention of addressing the governor’s 
mishandling of the pandemic and its disproportionate affect on the 
Northside. Frazier believes it is time for the governor to “stay on 
target and address the issues” and have reasonable, straightforward 
conversations. Following claims of his “trespassing” in a public building 
and disruption of a press conference, he was forced off of his mobility 
aid and made to walk out into the police car. He was charged with 
trespassing, but the charge was later dropped after the 7th Circuit State 
Attorney’s Office felt the public arrest was sufficient punishment. 

Frazier, along with his attorney John M. Phillips, asked for a simple 
meeting to make his points, which is what he’s been wanting since the 
beginning. A request for a meeting was made and sent on January 14th, 
but they never received a response. Frazier questions what “they have 
to fear” about discussing the issues affecting Jacksonville, especially the 
Northside. He believes the governor, along with the city, has a second 
chance to make up for their lack of interest and “that second chance is 
called tomorrow.” Frazier knows in order to enact change attitude must 

be changed and he finds it discouraging that the governor has no desire 
to have conversation with those who do not share the same beliefs.

People around the country are responding to Frazier’s arrest and call 
to action. They are noticing the effort Florida’s governor has made in 
response to the Covid-19 pandemic and many are displeased with it. 
Frazier’s arrest and unfair treatment was just the cherry on top of the 
angry sundae. Once again, he has made a call to action that the people 
intend on answering to. “We’ve got to start treating each other a lot 
better. We must become a city that is too busy to hate. We need to 
become a thriving commercial metropolis where there is a progressive 
partnership between the white power structure, the captains of the 
industry, the big ballers and the shot callers, and the leaders of the black 
community,” says Frazier.

Whether you agree he is a victim of unlawful treatment at the press 
conference or disagree, Frazier is a man of the people, as previously 
stated by Folio back in 2016. He makes it his mission to fight for the 
rights of the people. In his life, he has made history as the first African 
American to anchor a major news show in Jacksonville. He has traveled 
throughout the country as a respected journalist and activist and has 
also received multiple awards on his behalf, including three Emmy’s. 
He now uses his skills and loyalty to his community to stand up against 
injustice. Frazier has had enough of the governor playing “politics with 
peoples’ feelings” and refusing to teach about the historical injustices 
the black community has had to face repeatedly. He believes that now 
that “our children are having to deal with the very same issues that their 
grandparents had to deal with,” it is time to address the issues of racism 
and begin to eradicate it.

As president and founder of the Northside Coalition of Jacksonville, 
Frazier makes it their mission to “create positive and lasting change.” 
Most recently the coalition has fought to remove confederate monuments 
in an effort to learn from our past mistakes and not honor them. They fight 
against racial and social injustice and want to see to it that programs are 
made to help others with financial literacy, education, health, the arts, and 
more. The coalition moves to reduce gun violence in Jacksonville, share 
information, move to offer government officials opportunity to help find 
solutions to the community’s issues, and promote community-led action 
for many worthy causes. 

Ben Frazier believes as a tax paying American he, and everyone else, 
should have the right to confront and ask questions without needing 
passes. Frazier, along with many others, think the right to questions our 
elected officials is a fair request to be made. The lack of information on 
issues that must be addressed and misinformation being spread are more 
reasons to stand up with the man of the people. As Ben Frazier says, 
“this is not just a moment, this is a movement.”

STILL, THE MAN OF THE PEOPLE

CONTRIBUTOR: MOLLY BRITT 
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Thank you Jacksonville  
for selecting us as  
Folio's best salon!

We look forward to  
meeting you!

Congratulations to Melody,  
best stylist Jacksonville!

2534 Oak Street Jacksonville, FL 32204
904-356-6856 • info@seekhairpeace.com
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JUDGING 
MICHAEL

Some folks think that the process to select 
judges is rooted in virtue so pure that attorneys 
with the wisdom of Solomon are somehow 
plucked from courtrooms, law offices or 
behind careening ambulances to impartially 
serve justness to the wrong and the wronged. 
They believe selection committees, canons, 
government agencies, state bar associations 
and the voters ensure that a wise and 
appropriate person is selected. Sometimes, the 
safeguards don’t work, but more often they do.
 
And, as in all professions, there are heroes. It’s 
those in the courtrooms who keep the peace, 
administer oaths, record the course of events, 
ensure the administration of the verdict and 
sustain the process who know when there are 
heroes in their midst. These are the people 
who have judged Michael Kalil and found  
him worthy.
 
Judge Kalil is loath to talk about himself, his 
accomplishments and the forces that drive him 
to diligently serve the public. He will tell you he 
set his sights on a judgeship at an early age 
and worked to achieve his goal. But family, 
long-time friends, short-time acquaintances, 
co-workers and those involved in the juvenile 
justice system and children’s services are not 
reluctant to stand in his stead.
 
Michael Kalil comes from a long line of 
overachievers. His ancestors were Arab 
Christians from Ramallah, a Palestinian city 
on the West Bank of the Jordan River about 
six miles from Jerusalem. For centuries, most 
citizens of Ramallah were predominantly 

Christian, but as other aggressive religions 
moved into the area in the late 1920s, the city 
became the source of political and religious 
unrest. In the early 1940s, the Kalil family 
escaped with few possessions to America 
to worship as Christians and to seek the 
“American dream.” For the Kalils, the dream 
became a reality. The Kalils emigrated to 
Valdosta, Georgia, then to Jacksonville and 
established a large extended family, many of 
whom are a part of the legal community. 
 
When researched, Judge Michael Kalil’s 
résumé is long, impressive and remarkably 
genuine, even to the most ardent faultfinder 
and fact checker.
 
An abridged version of Kalil’s many 
accomplishments is that he attended the 
University of North Florida and began to 
distinguish himself early. He was the chief 
justice of Student Government and was 
involved in student conduct and student 
appeals. He chaired judicial councils and was 
involved in leadership programs including 
Leadership Florida. After graduation, Kalil 
attended Stetson University College of Law 
focusing on trial advocacy. While going to law 
school, he worked as a certified legal intern at 
the Office of the Public Defender in DeLand 
and served as the Student Bar Association 
class representative. Among many other 
awards, he received the Stetson College of 
Law Certificate in Leadership Development, 
and when he graduated in 2008, he was 
awarded the prestigious William F. Blews Pro 
Bono Service Award for completing over 200 
hours of voluntary service. 
 
After his law school graduation and passing 
the bar, Kalil immediately went back to 
work in the public defender’s office, but this 
time in Jacksonville and as an attorney. He 
represented individuals in cases ranging from 
juvenile delinquency to felonies. Colleagues 
say he was a respected figure in local 
courtrooms as he advocated for area citizens 
and made a name for himself. A good name.
 
Patrick Kilbane is the general counsel for 
Ullmann Wealth Partners in Jacksonville. With 
a little bit of internet stalking, it appears Kilbane 
is a bit of a who amongst the who’s who in 
the Jacksonville legal community. His legal 
accomplishments are many and distinctive, but 
he will only tell you that he’s one of Michael 
Kalil’s closest friends. In Kilbane’s various 
official roles in legal organizations and the 

Jacksonville community, he’s hosted numerous 
charity affairs.
 
“At all the events, Michael would show up to 
volunteer. He wasn’t somebody who was an 
official board member; he just wanted to give 
back and help,” Kilbane remembered. “He 
never looked for any recognition. He was 
somebody those of us who were running those 
events could depend on.”
 Attorney John Kalil begs for indulgence as 
he speaks of his son. John said Michael was 
never encouraged to join the “family business,” 
but, instead, it was his natural progression to 
gravitate toward the law. The father said that 
after his son got his first job as a lawyer, he 
immediately and cautiously began to save his 
money to some day run for judge. 
 

“HE NEVER 
ASKED FOR A 
PENNY FROM 

ANYONE ELSE,” 
BEAMED JOHN. 
“HE DID IT ALL 
ON HIS OWN.”

 
John said Michael also began to intensely 
study the judicial system and the judges in  
the area. 
 
After years of service at the public defender’s 
office, Michael joined his father at the Law 
Offices of John Kalil as a civil trial lawyer.
 
In 2017, Mayor Lenny Curry appointed Michael 
Kalil to the Civil Service Board, a judicial review 
board, where he was elected vice chairman. 
His contemporaries said this appointment 
was due to his untiring work ethic and his 
exceptional legal knowledge.
 
The judicial system in Florida is a pyramid in the 
pecking order. At the top is the State Supreme 
Court, followed by the district courts of appeal, 
then the circuit courts and finally county courts.
 
On Jan. 5, 2021, Michael Kalil’s hard work 
paid off. He was sworn in as a circuit judge 
in the Fourth Judicial Circuit, the sixth largest 
circuit in Florida, which serves Clay, Duval and 

CONTRIBUTOR: SUSAN CLARK ARMSTRONG 
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Nassau counties. At 37, he became one of the  
youngest judges to serve on the Fourth Judicial 
Circuit bench. 
 
Chief Judge Mark Mahon assigned Judge 
Kalil to administer juvenile delinquency and 
child dependency cases, along with unified 
 Family Court.
 
The new judge began studying all facets of 
his job. He soon realized the learning curve 
was rigorous when the lives of children and 
juveniles were at stake.
 The court appoints guardians ad litems to 
represent minors and those who are mentally 
incompetent to protect their rights in court. 
Vanessa Trivento is a circuit director of Florida’s 
Guardian ad Litem Office.
 
“Judge Kalil truly hit the ground running. He 
was very interested in understanding and 
learning the process, learning what each role 
is and how they play a part in dependency,” 
said Trivento. “He runs his courtroom with 
the utmost respect for every party involved…
no matter what the reason they are in his 
courtroom. It’s clear he really has a heart for 
the work.”  
 
A large part of the adoption and child 
protection process rests with Family Support 
Services (FFS). They work closely with the 
Florida Department of Children and Families 
and are charged with monumental tasks 
including managing “adoptions, foster care, 
extended care, care for teens, caregiving 
support and family preservation.” FFS also 
offers a host of programs and in-home training 
to teach parents and foster parents life skills 
so they can provide a safe and loving home. 
FSS teaches teens, who will be aging out of 
the foster care system, “independent living 
skills and life skills that enable them to become 
 self-sufficient.”
 
Jodi Pliska is the adoption and supportive 
services manager with Family Support Services 
of North Florida.
 
“Judge Kalil has been very supportive for 
everyone in the Family Support Services 
system,”  assured Pliska. “He is very interested 
to know the case and to make a very special 
day for them. He is excited to be there for them 
and to finalize the adoptions.” 

Kalil also began looking for ways to bring 
innovative ideas and programs that reap lasting 

benefits and bring permanency to the lives of 
those who come into his court. He wanted 
to streamline some of the court processes. 
More children and juveniles had come into 
 the system and the courts had begun to 

require more manpower and funding. His ideas 
created results.
 
Running an entire juvenile division typically 
took three to four judges. Kalil began handling 
the shelter and detention calendar every day 
via Zoom, saving time and costs incurred for 
transportation and staff to bring juveniles to 
court each day in the process. In a matter 
of months, Kalil’s coworkers said, he was 
able to handle all dependency, delinquency 
and adoptions solely on his own. This saved 
funding and freed up judges to work in other 
divisions of the court that were overburdened.
 
Patrick Kilbane said the Fourth Circuit has 
some excellent judges and good procedures 
and practices in place. “But things are done a 
certain way for so long,” he related. “Then you 
get a fresh set of eyes from a young person 
who has different ideas and wants to be more 
efficient, maybe wants to make it a more warm 
and welcoming environment. Let’s be honest. 
The courthouse is not the warmest place to 
pop into.”
 
Due to COVID-19, adoption “festivities” in 
the courtroom had been put on hold for 20 
months with adoption proceedings being held 
via Zoom. While many judicial proceedings 
worked well by Zoom, Kalil felt that adoption 
ceremonies were epic to children who had long 
yearned for a “forever family” and for parents 
who were eager to provide it. Zooming seemed 
to degrade such an important process.
 
So the judge made his courtroom a more 
welcoming place to pop into. On Oct. 29, 
2021 he brought back “The Party.” With the 
help of volunteers, the courtroom staff, Family 
Support Services, guardians ad litem and 
local merchants, Kalil conjured a Halloween 
adoption bash that rivaled those of Disney’s, 
while still following COVID safeguards. The 
courtroom was transformed into a Trick or Treat 
fantasyland while children, along with some 
parents and extended family, sported costumes 
and were treated to a variety of goodies. Kalil 
dressed as a judge. The event was covered 
by the local and national media as 15 children 
were welcomed into their forever families.
 

With the success of the Halloween adoption 
still fresh, Kalil and all his party people threw a 
Christmas adoption shindig. Besides Christmas 

décor and goodies, Santa showed up with gifts 
for adoptees and their new siblings.
 
Despite the merrymaking, Kalil continued to 
work to bring new and practical approaches 
into the system, while still using the already 
effective practices that existed within the 
courts. The judge worked to expand Early 
Childhood Court, which is designed for young 
mothers of children ranging from birth to 
three years of age. He brought more intensive 
services and resources which concentrated on 
child and brain development into the program. 
He also helped facilitate and implement a new 
program called Effective Response Matrix 
(ERM) for young people on juvenile probation. 
When a juvenile violates probation with a 
minor offense like missing curfew or school, 
ERM allows probation officers to assign 
punishment and deterrence automatically 
instead of bringing the juvenile back into the 
system. Examples of punishment in ERM are 
completing additional community service hours 
or writing book reports. The new program is set 
to begin shortly.
 
Kalil hopes to get businesses and organizations 
to become more invested in children. He is 
urging businesses not only to become more 
involved in the adoption programs, but to be 
engaged to help provide different types of 
assistance to children and juveniles who are 
in the court system.
 
Now getting recognition for some of his original 
and successful approaches, the judge doesn’t 
seem to like the attention, but Kilbane is doing 
an “I told you so.”
 
“People are seeing what I have known for 
a long time,”  Kilbane said. “He could easily 
punch the clock and do his job, but he’s trying 
to make events very special for the families and 
the kids involved. He doesn’t have to do any 
of that.”   
 
The world needs heroes.

Folks don’t know if he’s faster than a speeding 
bullet, and they haven’t seen him leap tall 
buildings in a single bound. But some think that 
maybe Circuit Judge Michael Kalil does wear a 
red cape under his judicial robe.
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BEST PICTURE
The front runner: The Power of the Dog
Netflix’s period drama set in 1920’s Montana has become something of 
a juggernaut this awards season. The film premiered at the Venice Film 
Festival in September, and has since gone on to win awards at multiple 
critics’ groups and top several year-end best-of lists. At this stage in 
time, it is the clear front runner which was solidified with its high tally of 
nominations.

The potential upset: West Side Story
In years past, Steven Spielberg’s showy rendition of the rumble between 
the Jets and the Sharks would be a probable front runner, but its 
lackluster box office and public enthusiasm may hold it back from taking 
home the gold.

BEST DIRECTOR
The front runner: Jane Campion; The Power of the Dog
Jane Campion made her long-awaited return to feature filmmaking with 
this taught dissection of masculinity. The Power of the Dog showed a 
master of the craft at the height of her powers and it is likely she will be 
rewarded for her prowess. Campion became the first female director to 
be nominated on two separate occasions with this nod. 

The potential upset:  Paul Thomas Anderson; Licorice Pizza
PTA is beloved in the industry and Licorice Pizza has been met with near 
universal acclaim. There is also a sense that perhaps one of the best 
living filmmakers should at some point win Hollywood’s highest prize. 

BEST ACTRESS
The front runner: Olivia Colman; The Lost Daughter
This is arguably the widest open of the categories with nobody really 
taking the pole position so far. But I’m backing the always brilliant Olivia 
Colman to end up winning this award yet again. Simply one of our finest 
actresses giving yet another great performance.

The potential upset: Penélope Cruz; Parallel Mothers
Cruz reteamed with her longtime collaborator Pedro Almodóvar in his 
latest movie in which she gives one of the finest performances of her 
career.

BEST ACTOR
The front runner: Will Smith; King Richard 
This is Will Smith’s award to lose. Smith gives one of his best 
performances in King Richard and having been a widely beloved movie 
star for a long time, he should be able to ride a wave of goodwill all the 
way to the awards stage. 

The potential upset: Andrew Garfield; tick, tick… Boom!
Andrew Garfield had a strong year, giving well regarded performances 
in three different films, with his song and dance performance in tick, 
tick… Boom! Showing a new level of range to his acting repertoire. 
Though don’t be surprised if a Power of the Dog sweep carries Benedict 
Cumberbatch to the podium. 

BEST SUPPORTING ACTRESS
The front runner: Ariana DeBose; West Side Story
The Hamilton alum stole the show in West Side Story and left a lasting 
impression on everyone who saw the film.

The potential upset:  Kirsten Dunst; The Power of the Dog
Like the rest of the film’s ensemble, Kirsten Dunst gives a phenomenal 
performance and could well win this category. Another strong entry in 
her impressively varied career.

BEST SUPPORTING ACTOR
The front runner: Jesse Plemons; The Power of the Dog
Jesse Plemons is one of the best character actors of his generation, 
always giving interesting performances and almost always appearing in 
great films. It is likely that he will be awarded 
for delivering yet another well measured 
performance.

The potential upset: J.K. Simmons; Being the 
Ricardos
Being the Ricardos is by no means a great film. 
But J.K. Simmons is great in it, as he usually 
is, but it wouldn’t be a surprise to see him win 
again in this category after taking home the 
statue back in 2015 for Whiplash.

AND THE AWARD GOES TO…
This year’s round of Academy Award nominees was announced this week and the race is still wide open in many categories. Jane Campion’s The 
Power of the Dog, lead nominations with 12, while Dune followed up, scoring 10. The Academy’s shift towards being an international awards body 
continued with multiple nominations for the highly acclaimed Japanese film Drive My Car, from director Ryûsuke Hamaguchi. With the ceremony set 
for March 27th, let’s see who the favorites are for some of the major categories, and who just might cause an upset.

CONTRIBUTOR: HARRY MOORE
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HUMANS, AND  
OTHER ANIMALS
This month’s installment was written days before the actual deadline, 
because this first story is so stupid that jump in, immediately. To wit: In 
early January, the LAPD announced a phenomenon most rare: two police 
officers were actually fired for official misconduct. Such harsh penalties 
are usually reserved for people who openly collaborate with gangs, steal 
drugs from the evidence locker, or break sea turtle eggs–you know, the 
worst of the worst. In this case, their crime was more one of omission, 
as they failed to go deal with a reported robbery because–don’t even 
bother guessing–they were too busy playing Pokemon Go. 

Now, exhale, and let’s unpack: 1) People are playing Pokemon Go, in 
2022, and some of them are allowed to carry guns. 2) When they were 
asked about what happened, they said that they were only discussing 
Pokemon Go, even though their entire 20-minute excursion was being 
recorded in their car. 3) These men threw their careers away for the 
goddamned Snorlax–like, not even a good one. One can only assume 
that was NOT the Ramparts District. (It's also worth noting that this case 
has nothing to do with the legendary case out of O'Fallon, Missouri five 
years ago, when a gang of rank scoundrels used the game to pick targets 
for armed robberies, no matter how much I wish the cases were related.)

Had their tardiness been attributed to the Popeye’s chicken sandwich, 
there would be no story here. Now, granted, Snorlax is a 4.5 out of 5, 
placing it firmly in Tier 2 on the Ultra League PVP List, but it’s not sexy 
and glamorous like Poliwrath, Charizard or Pidgeot. (I don’t know what 
any of that actually means, but I’m sure the police union rep in LA is 
already sick of hearing about it.) Quite frankly, they could’ve probably 
used PTO time to hunt Pikachu, since clearly they can do almost anything 
they want. But all this really illustrates the great lie at the center of 
Pokemon: You don’t actually have to catch them all.

But enough about those guys. The new year is off to a very weird, very 
wild start, and there is no shortage of material on that front. Here are 
a just a few recent favorites:

A man was arrested January 20 in Deerfield Beach, FL for violating his 
probation on multiple burglary charges. The fella spent almost a week 
in jail before the po-po peeped his fingerprints and discovered that they 
had locked up the wrong guy. Wrong birthdate, wrong social security 
number, wrong tattoos–actually, no tattoos at all, which admittedly is 
rare in Florida, as well as a 60-pound weight difference. Broward County 
officials blamed their counterparts in Palm Beach County for providing 
them with bogus information. 

But hey, it could be much worse: Consider the poor sap in Chicago who 
spent 17 years locked up for murder, only to be released just last month 
after police obtained a confession from the actual killer, who was actually 
his own twin brother. AWKWARD! The real killer confessed to his brother 
while serving a life sentence for shooting a child, but the homie never 
snitched, even though Illinois has no death penalty (thanks, Obama!), 
so it wouldn’t have made things any worse for his brother. He was his 
brother’s keeper, but that is Cook County’s job now.

Our final installment is actually an update to one of the weirdest stories 
I’ve ever seen, and this is me talking, so strap yourself in. An Alabama 
man was arrested after police raided his home and found weapons, body 
armor and crystal meth in his home. Nothing unusual about that, but they 
also found something else–a dang ol’ squirrel, whom the suspect stands 
accused of having fed the meth to, while training it to be a [checks notes] 
“attack squirrel”. What in the name of Peacemaker is going on here? 

It’s funny, but animal cruelty is no joke. Similar things have happened 
in the past, but it usually involves pit bulls and cocaine. It does raise 
the question of what exactly the squirrel was being trained for. At least 
it wasn’t a chimpanzee, because a chimp on meth borders on godlike. 
The police simply released the meth-head attack squirrel into the wild, 
where it is now probably getting ready to run for Congress. I think its 
chances are pretty decent.

WEIRD, WILD STUFF WITH
CONTRIBUTOR: SHELTON HULL
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AT CARDONA DIRECT PRIMARY CARE WE  
BELIEVE THAT GOING TO A DOCTOR SHOULD  

BE SIMPLE AND AFFORDABLE

Would you like to learn more about Cardona 

Direct Primary Care or are you happy with 

your current health care arrangement?

Instead of billing health insurance, our patients pay a monthly fee and are seen as often as they 
need whenever they need.

Our members have access to discounted labs like cholesterol panel for $3.52, and wholes sale 
meds like a Zpack for $2.45 or cholesterol meds for 6 cents per pill.

W W W. CA R D O N A D P C . C O M
( 9 0 4 )  5 5 1 - 4 6 2 5
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In recent years, Jacksonville has become increasingly developed. 
People have been gathering from around the nation for the sunshine 
and beaches that the city provides while still being relatively slow-
paced and understated compared to more tourist-based cities like Miami 
and Orlando. However, whereas these cities are popular for tourists, 
Jacksonville is becoming a place where people are settling down, and 
this is being reflected in the booming housing market.

According to Zillow, an online real-estate marketplace company, 
Jacksonville is the second hottest housing market in the nation, runner-
up only to Tampa. Even with an average price of more than $300,000, 
homes in Jacksonville are expected to increase 22% through November. 
This is all great news for anyone who owns property and is looking to 
sell, as well as those itching to try their hand at the real estate business 
in the hopes of hitting it big. But what about those who are still in the 
process of saving up to put down their roots and buy a home, while also 
dealing with rising rent?

For them, Jacksonville is quickly becoming a nightmare of a city to live 
in. Houses have outrageous price tags that are nearly impossible to 
afford, and the price of rent is shooting up every year, forcing people 
to move back in with parents, find roommate, or simply give up most of 
their paychecks and any opportunities that come with a price in order 
to make rent.

WJCT News recently reported that local rent has increased by 31.5% in 
the last year, nearly 6% higher than the increase in mortgages over the 

same time period and over two times the average rent for the entire 
nation. Economist Daryl Fairweather claimed the high cost of mortgages 
is forcing people to rent, further driving up rental costs and creating a 
vicious cycle that is expected to persist throughout 2022.

Jacksonville resident Danyal Asad said he’s seen his own rent prices 
soar recently. When he first started living at Waters Ridge Apartment on 
St. Johns Bluff, his rent was around $850 a month. It was a manageable 
amount, enabling him to pursue a college degree while working full time. 
Over the years, however, rent steadily increased, while the quality of 
various services, such as maintenance, were only going down. By mid-
2021, his rent had reached $1,300 a month, unless he signed a lease 
for a period of time he simply wasn’t willing to. Given only two weeks to 
make a decision, Asad scrambled to find a new place to live. He ended up 
paying $1,280, nearly the same price but for a more spacious apartment 
with better services.

Asad’s story isn’t a rare one. The entire population of Jacksonville has 
felt the waves of this increase in prices; some for better, some for worse. 
Ever since the pandemic began, there’s been a steady shift of wealth 
from the poor to the rich, creating a greater class disparity than the U.S. 
has seen in ages. Nearly two years later, the effects are still present and 
are perhaps even worsening. The real estate market is just a reflection 
of that economic reality.

INTERN: OMAR AFTAB

THE DARK SIDE OF  
JACKSONVILLE’S REAL ESTATE
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FREE

BEACH PIER  
ART & CRAFT  

SHOW

ST. AUGUSTINE

FEBRUARY 19 & 20      

MARCH 12 & 13

10A-5P SATURDAY • 10A-4P SUNDAY
350 BEACH BVD A1A

352-344-0657 TNTEVENTSINC.COM
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BE BOLD. GO GREEN.  TO LEARN MORE, VISIT NORTHFLORIDAGREENCHAMBER.ORG

The North Florida Green Chamber makes being green cool and 
convenient. Our creative tools and innovative programs bring our 

business community together on green initiatives while connecting 
you with thoughtfully sourced resources, news and data.

 JOIN A COMMUNITY MAKING A DIFFERENCE. 
Become a North Florida Green Chamber member today!

 @NorthFloridaGreenChamber   North Florida Green Chamber 

 @northfloridagreenchamber   @green_north

FOLLOW US

BUYERS’ CLUB

GREEN MARKETPLACE

SOLAR COLLECTIVE

ADVOCACY

SUSTAINABILITY COACH

YOU BELONG
IN THE GREEN MARKET PLACE
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We are grateful to be voted Best Pizza 
by the legion of Folio readers.

1176 Edgewood Ave. South Murray Hill Jacksonville, FL 32205 | 904.389.4442
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904-355-ARTS (2787) | floridatheatre.com
128 East Forsyth Street, Downtown Jacksonville

@floridatheatre

TICKETS
ON SALE NOW

ACCESSIBILITY: Please inform the ticket office of any special arrangements you may require when purchasing tickets. An assistive listening system for the hearing impaired is available from 
the House Manager. The wheelchair accessible bathroom is located to the right of the Entry Lobby Bar as you face the bar, to the left of the statue La Vergognosa. The theatre does not have 

its own parking lot. Disabled permit parking is available on the street.

FEBRUARY

16 ALTON BROWN LIVE
17 I HAVE A DREAM
     FOR SCHOOLS

18 WALKER HAYES
19 PAT METHENEY   
     SIDE EYE WITH JAMES   
     FRANCIES AND JOE DYSON

20 THE BEATLES - LET   
     IT BE PERFORMED BY
     CLASSIC ALBUMS LIVE

24 ABBA MANIA
26 CELTIC THUNDER

APRIL

MAY

21 RYAN HAMILTON
     PONTE VEDRA CONCERT HALL

21 HOLLYWOOD   
     OPENING NIGHT   
     BENEFIT PARTY

1     KENNY G
2   SCOTT BRADLEE’S   
        POSTMODERN   
     JUKEBOX
7    KC AND THE
     SUNSHINE BAND
7    SPYRO GYRA
     AT THE WJCT SOUNDSTAGE

8   JIM BRICKMAN
     AT THE WJCT SOUNDSTAGE

10 JIMMIE VAUGHN
     AT THE WJCT SOUNDSTAGE

12 TODRICK HALL
16 DEMETRI MARTIN
19 THE POUT-POUT   
     FISH
     FOR SCHOOLS

21 FORTUNE FEIMSTER
23 NIKKI GLASER
24 THERESA CAPUTO
25 LITTLE FEAT
26 RAINBOW KITTEN   
     SURPRISE
27 THE PIANO GUYS
28 DIANA KRALL
29 ONE NIGHT OF   
     QUEEN
30 STEVEN WRIGHT

JUNE

1     BRIT FLOYD
2   HAPPY TOGETHER
10 DAVID SPADE
22 ANDY GRAMMER
26 ANJELAH    
     JOHNSON-REYES

JULY

12 RU PAUL’S DRAG   
     RACE
16 TED NUGENT
22 PURE PRAIRIE   
     LEAGUE, FIREFALL   
     AND ORLEANS

MARCH

2   PILOBOLUS
4   KEB’ MO’
5   CHRISTONE
     “KINGFISH”   
     INGRAM
6   THE TEN TENORS
9   MASTERS OF   
     ILLUSION
10 #IMOMSOHARD
11 GET THE LED OUT
12 KOUNTRY WAYNE
13 ZACH WILLIAMS
15 LYLE LOVETT
     AND HIS ACOUSTIC GROUP

19 THE ORCHESTRA:   
     ELO’S GREATEST   
     HITS
20 CHRIS BOTTI
24 LAST PODCAST ON   
     THE LEFT
25 THE LORDS OF   
     52ND STREET   
     LEGENDS OF THE   
     BILLY JOEL BAND

26 PADDINGTON GETS   
     IN A JAM
26 STEVE-O
31 HASAN MINHAJ

AUGUST

6   UNTOLD STORIES
27 RANDY RAINBOW

1     TRAVIS TRITT
2   ROSIE REVERE,
     ENGINEER &   
     FRIENDS
     FOR SCHOOLS

3   L.O.L. SURPRISE!   
     LIVE
5   JESSIE JAMES   
     DECKER
6   UNTOLD STORIES
14 JACKSONVILLE   
     DANCE THEATRE

SEPTEMBER
15 BAT - A 
     CELEBRATION OF   
     MEATLOAF
16 JUDY COLLINS

OCTOBER

1     TODD BARRY
     PONTE VEDRA CONCERT HALL

7    HOTEL CALIFORNIA
30 RUMOURS OF   
     FLEETWOOD MAC

2.16.22 Folio-Half Page-4.875x13 AD .indd   12.16.22 Folio-Half Page-4.875x13 AD .indd   1 2/10/22   2:10 PM2/10/22   2:10 PM

PROTECTING OUR COMMUNITIES

REPORT HATE CRIMES
TOGETHER

1-800-CALL-FBI
tips.fbi.gov
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

14 15 16

17 18 19

20 21 22 23

24 25 26 27 28 29

30 31 32 33 34

35 36 37 38 39 40

41 42 43

44 45 46 47

48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55

56 57 58 59 60 61

62 63 64

65 66 67 68 69 70

71 72 73

74 75 76

ACRESNEAKBLEW

CHOWTONTOROTH

CAMELRIDEREBAY

ESPSUDSEPA

STEUTECALDRON

SERFAYNUSONE

ABEUBERBOG

GARLICCRABS

EMUUSMCSLY

TARSIOAFESPY

SPUTNIKIPAARE

MSNGEARVIA

UCLACURLYFRIES

PEERASIDECOST

COOKSENSEARTS

Y O

P

R S Y

Y R O

P

E S

ESYORP

RPOYSE

ORSPEY

YEPROS

SYREPO

POESYR

Solve this puzzle like a regular 
sudoku, but instead of using numbers, 
use the letters O-S-P-R-E-Y (for the 
UNF mascot) to fill each row, column 
and 2x3 box.

ACROSS
1 Land measure
 5 Kind of attack or preview
 10 Squalled
 14 Vittles
 15 Lone Ranger's pal
 16 IRA type
 17  Sandwich with ham, salami and 

bologna in a pita, created in Jax 
in the 1960s

 19  Where a Trevor Lawrence 
rookie card sold for $3,550

 20 Psychic's claim
 21 Soap bubbles
 22 Clean air org.
 24 Sault ___ Marie
 25 Plains Indian
 26 Witch's kettle (Var.)
 30 Lowly worker
 32 Writer Rand
 34 Maine-to-Florida rte.
 35 Penny prez
 38 Lyft rival
 40 Marshy area
 41  Crustaceans in a rich flavored 

butter sauce with Jax roots
 44 Ostrich's kin
 46 Gomer Pyle's grp.
 47 Foxy
 48 Ankle bones
 50 Doofus
 52  Cable TV award won by Tim 

Tebow in 2008
 56 First Soviet satellite
 58 Intuition Ale Works draft letters
 61 "r" in texts
 62 ISP option
 63 Trucker's selection

 64 Itinerary word
 65  Where Myles Jack played 

college football
 68  Side dish invented at Holley's 

BBQ in Jax
 71 Duval County Court juror, in 
theory
 72 Stage whisper
 73 Purchase price
 74 Pan handler?
 75 Have a feeling
 76   The "A" in RAM (on Saturdays in 

Jax)
DOWN
 1 The "A" in RAM (in computing)
 2 Morally pure
 3 Tot's garment
 4 Lady of the lea
 5 Pompous walk
 6 "Beats me!"
 7 Some Jags linemen
 8 Had a grilled cheese at Olio
 9 "M*A*S*H" locale
 10 Community Loaves array
 11 Tennis shot
 12 JIA info
 13 Folio reporter's query
 18 Baton Rouge sch.
 23 Not singular
 26 "American Greed" airer
 27 Steals
 28 Yoko ___
 29 Opp. of pos.
 31 JIA overseer
 33  Adam's needle or Spanish 

dagger plant
36   Nickname for athletes at 

65-Across

 37  2011 World Golf Hall of Fame 
inductee

 39 Triage sites, for short
 41 Wise guy
 42 "Don't worry about me!"
 43 Word with a wave
 44 UFO crew
 45 JTA rider's aid
 49  Namesake of local Baptist, 

Lutheran and Episcopal 
churches

 51  The Beatles' "Strawberry ___ 
Forever"

 53 Rescuer
 54 Father figure
 55 Dog Rose Brewing needs
 57 Early Andeans
 59 Check casher
 60 Comics bark
 63 Silly smile
 65 Scanned bars, briefly
 66 CSX's Jim Foote, e.g.
 67 Fred Durst's summer sign
 69 "What's the ___?"
 70 TV brand
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COLOR ME

PERSONAL INJURY  •  CRIMINAL DEFENSE  •  FAMILY LAW
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CLAY COUNTY
AGRICULTURAL FAIR

Big Wheels & 
Pig Squeals

 

March 31 - April 10, 2022

CLAYCOUNTYFAIR.ORG

CLAY COUNTY AGRICULTURAL FAIR

WHO WILL BE  
OUR NEXT STAR?
REGISTRATION DEADLINE: APRIL 1, 2022
SHOW: APRIL 8, 2022 @ 7PM
claycountyfair.org/p/getinvolved/clay-county-fair-star-search

In addition to a cash award of $150, winners will also receive a  
feature story interview & professional photo shoot with folio
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ADULT ADVICE
SHARI AND TERRY JAYMES

Your tagline holds true. You are a hilarious couple of dumbs and I’ve come 

to you for advice.

I’ve been getting my haircut from the same person for 6 years now. She kicks 

ass. She is by far the best in a 1000 mile radius. 

Within those 6 years a lot has happened. Most notably, she became my 

sister-in-law. I’ve been very careful not to take advantage of that. I schedule 

appointments through the salon. I never ask for anything and on the rare 

occasions where the family is together, I never talk about hair or her 

profession.

Well, they are now getting divorced and the entire family can’t believe that 

I still go to her for my hair. Everybody wants me to stop seeing her. I mean 

everybody. I can’t believe something so simple is so upsetting to them. 

Here’s my proposal. I will do what you say and I will play this podcast to those 

involved, no matter what you say. I will then let you know how that goes.

Carolina Thomas

Bakersfield, CA

TERRY: You got yourself into a pickle Carolina. I kind of feel your pain as I just 

recently found someone who does a good job on my mullet. 

 

SHARI: Carolina, I think I can understand your family’s displeasure with you still 

seeing your ex-sister-in-law. Salons are notorious for gossiping and they probably 

fear that you will talk about them to her. It sounds like the divorce wasn’t the most 

amicable? If it was, why would they care? Do they get to decide what other places 

you go? Where you fill your gas tank? Where you grocery-shop? You should also 

make a point to explain how important it is to you. This being Bakersfield, they 

may not understand the importance of a good haircut. I used to travel 4 hours 

(one way) to get my hair cut.

 

TERRY: Nowadays people are all about their freedoms. If your family is all about 

that you can throw it in their face. If not, we need another angle for you. I find 

myself getting upset for you here. If there was no infidelity or physical harm in 

their relationship, I’m all for telling them to piss off.  

 

SHARI: Terry, I don’t think she needs to piss them off but I do think she needs to 

stand her ground. Pissing off family members may burn some bridges she needs 

later. Better to just be firm but not dicky.

 

TERRY: What a wonderful world we live in where something so simple as a haircut 

can separate a family. I’m trying to put myself into your shoes Carolina. I can be 

pretty passive aggressive. I think I would just get my haircut from her and never 

say anything about it. Before doing that I’d make sure that you're not being used 

as a tool by your hairstylist for family information etc. For example, you don’t want 

her saying for a relative, “Carolina was in here the other day.” If she can keep her 

mouth shut, you’re good to go. 

 

SHARI: Also a good angle.

 

TERRY: So it’s settled. If she can keep it professional like you have, nobody needs 

to know. You don’t have to share everything with your family. Just see how that 

works and if you get busted going there it’s time for a new plan. It’s better to ask 

for forgiveness than permission.
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